The Enterprise-wide “Industrial” Reports and Dashboard solution. Now delivering support for remote and concurrent development to enable Dream Report to be the one solution across your enterprise.

New Repository-based project configuration provides a secure and consolidated format to maintain a complete reporting project.

Internet Historian Connectivity, beginning with Wonderware Online InSight. Dream Report will access historian-as-a-service solutions and deliver the secure reports and dashboards to drive your operational performance and compliance needs.

The ideal solution for GE products. Delivering enhance connectivity for GE SmartSignal Predictive Analytics Software. Dream Report manages Case and Asset reports and dashboards. An updated GE Historian interface offers enhanced performance, delivering up to a 10x improvement in some data access rates.

The Dream Report Value Proposition

The Reports and Information Distribution You Want, Not Just the Ones You Need

Other reporting and information sharing solutions are so difficult to set up and maintain that you only focus on the reports and data dashboards that are absolutely necessary. Dream Report changes the paradigm. With Dream Report, reports and interactive dashboards are so easy, you’ll be generating and sharing all the reports you’ve ever wanted, and that’s good for your business. Dream Report - Taming that ocean of data.

Dream Report by Ocean Data Systems

www.DreamReport.net
Remote and Concurrent Development

- Remote development CALs
- Check-out and Check-in functionality
- Run-time based authorization
- Studio deployment via Terminal Services
- Studio deployment as Windows App.
- Secure – User authorization, ports, & encryption

Improved Connectivity

- Online Historian Support
  - Wonderware Online InSight
- Wonderware Historian Data Quality
- GE SmartSignal Enhanced APIs
- GE Historian “Keep Connection”

Many Other Updates

- Web Portal in EVERY License
- New Donut Widget
- Web Portal SSO Customization Interface
- Search and Replace in SQL Queries
- New Alarm Filters User Interface
- SQL Server 2016 Validation
- See Release Notes for more information

Dream Report - Reporting So Easy, You Can Finally Get All the Compliance and Performance - Reports and Dashboards that You Want!